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VANCOUVER, BC – CreditLoans Canada Financing Inc. (the “Company” or “CreditLoans”)
introduces urLoan™, Canada’s newest unsecured personal loan service. The Company’s
President & CEO, Ali Pourdad, a Chartered Accountant, explains the concept, “While Basel
III capital requirements were introduced to strengthen our banks, in the process it has hurt
the Canadian consumer. Several large international banks have stopped providing unsecured
personal loans to Canadians, and the big five Canadian banks generally require you to own
your home to obtain a loan. Meanwhile Payday lending has grown exponentially in Canada
as these ‘more aggressive’ lenders look to profit off consumers who can’t borrow from the
banks. CreditLoans recognizes that there are millions of Canadians who live pay cheque to
pay cheque and unfortunately can’t own their home. These are hardworking individuals who
simply need a financial alternative to give them some breathing room and maybe even take
that vacation they’ve always wanted to.”
urLoan™ was developed from the ground up to give the Canadian consumer an alternative
to unreasonable Payday Lenders and banks who often require you to own your home to get
financing. urLoan™ is a unique service in many ways, but most importantly we provide you
a loan that is financially healthy for you to pay back. We work with you from the onset of
obtaining your loan to ensure you have planned to manage your loan effectively.
urLoan™ provides flexible personal and debt consolidation loans ranging from $1,000$15,000 with repayment terms ranging from 6 to 36 months. Your loan can be approved
within 24 hours. Whether you are in a situation where you have little or no credit history,
you wish to consolidate your existing debts, or you are trying to simply build or re-build
credit, urLoan™ is YOUR LOAN. Call urLoan™ today at 1-855-723-LOAN (5626) or email
info@urloan.com for further information.
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Disclaimer: All applicants are subject to a comprehensive loan evaluation
process, documentation and eligibility criteria are reviewed. Loan approval is
subject to income verification and other factors.

